
Pre-AP English 2 Lesson Plans 
April 6-10, 2020 

 
We will review various skills and prepare for AP language these next five weeks.  Fridays will be a chance to be 
creative, so Mondays may also include some things to do throughout the week to prepare for Friday.  I also 
encourage you to choose a novel to read in the next four weeks; I will give you an assignment the week of May 
8th.  You may turn in any assignment to me on a google doc.  If you do not have internet or technology, you can 
take it back to the school where you got the plans (just put my name and the class on it). 
 
April 6, 2020 (Monday) 

-read the supplied text on academic arguments  
writing arguments.pdf (you will have to download the document and rotate it) 
 
*for your Free Write Friday, keep a note card or piece of paper at hand and collect 50 words 
(don’t worry about the words - pick them because they are fun or interesting …) 
 
April 7, 2020 (Tuesday) 

-answer respond question #2 
Respond2.pdf (you will have to download the document and rotate it) 
 
April 8, 2020 (Wednesday) 

-write a well-developed paragraph (or two if you need another) 
>audience: Dr. Simpson (school superintendent) 
>topic:  state and support your opinion about what we should do about graduation 

this year in light of our current situation 
*if you use sources, document correctly 
 
April 9, 2020 (Thursday) 

-political cartoons often use irony to persuade - take a look at the attached political 
cartoons and explain the irony 
 
April 10, 2020 (Friday) 

-take the word list that you have generated this week and pair the words up 
*don’t worry about meaning - pair them because they sound good or are fun or just because you 
want to 

-write a poem that includes all of your word pairs 
*have fun with it - go by sound and feel 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J-nRc6OGpTTbo7x_yPwWFsHxBqfABQho/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J3O3odA-2uA-NbGX0F1EjlpYFXlHFIlH/view?usp=sharing


 
 

 
 


